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GRN evolution
GRN selectionAt present several entirely different explanatory approaches compete to illuminate the mechanisms by which
animal body plans have evolved. Their respective relevance is brieﬂy considered here in the light of modern
knowledge of genomes and the regulatory processes bywhich development is controlled. Just as development
is a system property of the regulatory genome, causal explanation of evolutionary change in developmental
process must be considered at a system level. Here I enumerate some mechanistic consequences that follow
from the conclusion that evolution of the body plan has occurred by alteration of the structure of
developmental gene regulatory networks. The hierarchy and multiple additional design features of these
networks act to produce Boolean regulatory state speciﬁcation functions at upstream phases of development
of the body plan. These are created by the logic outputs of network subcircuits, and in modern animals these
outputs are impervious to continuous adaptive variation unlike genes operating more peripherally in the
network.l rights reserved.© 2011 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.Introduction
Never in the modern history of evolutionary bioscience have such
essentially different ideas about how to understand evolution of the
animal body plan been simultaneously current. Of the many different
aspects of evolution, we are here to be concerned with how the
developmental mechanisms generating the body plan architectures
recognized in Linnaen systematics at the level of phylum and class
evolve, and how these mechanisms have beenmaintained, often since
the Cambrian or Ordovician. Ideas about the nature of the underlying
evolutionary mechanisms, and what to do to study them, generally
associate with one of several paradigmatic views. Two of these views,
though mutually incompatible, share the conviction that evolution of
the body plan can be illuminated by study of adaptive evolution of
detailed properties of modern organisms that are generated by far
downstream developmental processes such as terminal differentia-
tion. The ﬁrst is the classic neo-Darwinian concept that evolution of
animal morphology occurs by means of small continuous changes in
primary protein sequence which in general require homozygosity to
effect phenotype. The second paradigm holds that evolution at all
levels can be illuminated by detailed analysis of cis-regulatory
changes in genes that are direct targets of sequence level selection,
in that they control variation of immediate adaptive signiﬁcance. Both
approaches often focus on changes at single gene loci, and both are
framed within the concepts of population genetics. An entirely
different way of thinking is that the evolution of animal body plansis a system level property of the developmental gene regulatory
networks (dGRNs)which control ontogeny of the body plan. It follows
that gross morphological novelty required dramatic alterations in
dGRN architecture, always involving multiple regulatory genes, and
typically affecting the deployment of whole network subcircuits.
Because dGRNs are deeply hierarchical, and it is the upper levels of
these GRNs that control major morphological features in develop-
ment, a question dealt with below in this essay arises: how can we
think about selection in respect to dGRN organization? The answers
lie in the architecture of dGRNs and the developmental logic they
generate at the system level, far frommicro-evolutionary mechanism.
While adaptive evolutionary variation occurs constantly in modern
animals at the periphery of dGRNs, the stability over geological epochs
of the developmental properties that deﬁne the major attributes of
their body plans requires special explanations rooted deep in the
structure/function relations of dGRNs.
Views of body plan evolution
Of the ﬁrst of these approaches (e.g., Hoekstra and Coyne, 2007), I
shall have nothing to say, as mechanistic developmental biology has
shown that its fundamental concepts are largely irrelevant to the
process by which the body plan is formed in ontogeny. In addition it
gives rise to lethal errors in respect to evolutionary process. Neo-
Darwinian evolution is uniformitarian in that it assumes that all process
works the same way, so that evolution of enzymes or ﬂower colors can
be used as current proxies for study of evolution of the body plan. It
erroneously assumes that change in protein coding sequence is the
basic cause of change in developmental program; and it erroneously
assumes that evolutionary change in body planmorphology occurs by a
Table 1
Evolution of animal body plans as change and conservation of developmental Gene
Regulatory Network (dGRN) structure: mechanistic consequences.
Premise Consequence
Since dGRN structure depends on
cis-regulatory linkages at nodes
1. Change in dGRN structure occurs by
co-optive redeployment of cis-
regulatory modules controlling
regulatory gene expression.
Since co-optive cis-regulatory
redeployments are gain-of
function changes
2. Co-optive redeployment of regulatory
gene expression will generally be
haplosufﬁcient and act dominantly.
Since dGRNs are deeply hierarchical 3. Effects of given cis-regulatory
mutations (including co-options)
depend speciﬁcally on their location
in dGRN.
Since dGRNs are deeply hierarchical 4. Subcircuits operating at upper levels
(early in developmental process)
preclude certain downstream
linkages, and mediate others, i.e.,
canalize dGRN structure (and
developmental process).
Since dGRNs are deeply hierarchical 5. Conserved upper level subcircuits
should produce patterns of
canalization that reﬂect phylogenetic
distribution of the developmental
processes that generate clade speciﬁc
body parts (prediction of Kernels).
Since ﬂexibility at given dGRN nodes
depends on their upstream and
downstream linkages
6. dGRN structure should contain
information for prediction of
evolutionary hotspots vs.
evolutionarily conserved structural
features.
Since dGRNs are modular, i.e., given
functions are executed by given
subcircuits
7. Evolution of new developmental
outcomes must often involve co-
optive gain of function changes that
cause redeployment of whole dGRN
subcircuits.
Since redeployment of dGRN subcircuits
is a mechanism of evolution of
developmental novelty
8. Evolutionary change must occur in
dGRN linkages controlling subcircuit
deployment, i.e., in signal presentation
36 E.H. Davidson / Developmental Biology 357 (2011) 35–40continuous process. All of these assumptions are basically counterfac-
tual. This cannot be surprising, since the neo-Darwinian synthesis from
which these ideas stemwas a pre-molecular biology concoction focused
on population genetics and adaptation natural history, neither of which
have any direct mechanistic import for the genomic regulatory systems
that drive embryonic development of the body plan.
The second paradigm holds that general evolutionary process will
be revealed by studies of continuous variation in cis-regulatory
modules affecting expression of adaptively meaningful genes. Its
experimental application has indeed been enormously revealing in
respect to the sequence level cis-regulatory mechanisms by which
much natural variation arises. For example, very clear examples of
functional evolutionary changes in cis-regulatory modules have come
from recent studies on regulation of pigmentation genes between and
within various Drosophila species. Among these are adaptively
signiﬁcant variations in regulation of the yellow gene, which accounts
for a variety of spatial pigmentation patterns in higher Dipteranwings
and body surfaces including sexually dimorphic markings (Gompel
et al., 2005; Prud'homme et al., 2006; 2007; Jeong et al., 2006); and of
the ebony gene, which controls the degree of melanization in
differently pigmented populations living in diverse Ugandan environ-
ments (Rebeiz et al., 2009). Sequence level changes in cis-regulatory
modules controlling expression of these genes are demonstrated to be
the cause of these variations, and in general they operate by altering
the response of the cis-regulatory module to the pleisiomorphic
spatial landscape of regulatory states. Evolutionary change in a cis-
regulatory module controlling downstream gene expression is of
course far less pleiotropically dangerous to the whole system than if
either the coding region of the gene had been mutated or if the
upstream regulatory landscape had been altered (Prud'homme et al.,
2007). Another, essentially similar, recent demonstration of cis-
regulatory evolutionary change in an adult trait concerned some
detailed pattern differences in trichome distribution that distinguish
Drosophila species (McGregor et al., 2007). Trichome assembly is
controlled by genes requiring expression of the regulatory gene
shavenbaby (Chanut-Delalande et al., 2006), and several cis-regulato-
ry modules determine the exact spatial expression of this gene in
response to the upstream regulatory landscape. Evolutionarily arising
differences in the DNA sequences of these modules collectively
determine differences in spatial expression of this gene, and thereby
generate the species' speciﬁc differences in trichome pattern.
Prud'homme et al. (2007; op. cit.) explicitly proposed that experi-
mental analysis of functional cis-regulatory differences affecting
adaptive traits among related species will illuminate larger evolu-
tionary changes in development of the body plan, just as such analysis
illuminates selective changes in intra- or inter- speciﬁc color patterns
or surface morphology (another uniformitarian view). The arguments
are that essentially all evolutionary changes in morphology are at root
cis-regulatory, which is indeed basically true; and that intra-modular
mechanisms of cis-regulatory evolution will operate on similar
principles wherever it occurs, also true. But these assumptions do
not sufﬁce to support the uniformitarian conclusion about body plan
evolution: when the properties of the gene regulatory networks that
actually generate body plans and body parts are taken into account, it
can be seen that many entirely new and different mechanistic factors
come into play. The result is that just as the paleontological record of
evolutionary change in animal morphology is the opposite of
uniformitarian (see the paper of D. Erwin in this collection), so, for
very good reasons that are embedded in their structure/function
relations, are the mechanisms of dGRN evolution.
Suppose that we begin with the following syllogism, which to a
systems developmental biologist seems inescapable: since dGRNs
control ontogeny of the body plan, and since evolution of the body
plan requires genomic alteration of the developmental program, then
relevant explanations must be couched in terms of those genomic
alterations that change the structure and function of dGRNs. Thisrather obvious argument gives rise to additional speciﬁc conse-
quences, which taken together provide a new set of principles that
apply to the mechanisms of body plan evolution (Britten and
Davidson, 1971; Davidson and Erwin, 2006; Peter and Davidson, in
press). They are new in that none are speciﬁcally predicted by classical
evolutionary theory. In the interest of conciseness these principles are
summarized in Table 1 and brieﬂy discussed in the following.
Some principles that emerge from the precept that evolution
of the animal body plan occurs by alteration of genomic
developmental GRNs
Many of the arguments referred to in Table 1 have been presented
earlier, as indicated. At the outset, the main point of difference
between this and all other approaches to understanding evolution of
the body plan is that this is a system approach to developmental
evolution, in which answers derive from the topologies of regulatory
gene interaction circuitry. No observations on single genes can ever
illuminate the overall mechanisms of the development of the body
plan or of body parts except at the minute and always partial, if not
wholly illusory, level of the worm's eye view. The same must be true
as well for major evolutionary change in the body plan or in body
parts.
The purpose of Table 1 is to indicate the speciﬁc consequences for
considerations of evolutionary process that derive from dGRN
structure/function relationships (cf. Davidson, 2010 for review of
this subject). The ﬁrst principle in Table 1 is that the mechanism
underlying structural change in dGRNs is redeployment of cis-
37E.H. Davidson / Developmental Biology 357 (2011) 35–40regulatory modules due to sequence changes that result in co-option
of regulatory gene expression to a new spatial and/or temporal
domain of the developing animal. This tells us where to look in the
regulatory system for differences in developmental patterning. Co-
option can occur by various mechanisms at the genomic sequence
level. An important point is that while these mechanisms include
gradual, continuous, and reversible SNP mutations, they also (and
perhapsmore importantly) encompass irreversible and discontinuous
mutational events such as transposon-mediated sequence insertion
and other mechanisms of sequence change that cannot be accommo-
dated in neo-Darwinian algorithms (for current review, Peter and
Davidson, in press).
Principle 2 follows from the point that such co-optive changes in
general belong to the cis-regulatory gain of function class. As initially
pointed out by Ruvkun et al. (1991), laboratory experiments show that
where the genes affected are regulatory genes operating in embryonic
development, these are almost always haplosufﬁcient mutations; one
copy expressed in a new location does the job (otherwise, of course,
noneof the regulatory genes isolated by haploid recessive screenswould
have been found!). The fundamental importance of haplosufﬁciency is
that in evolution an individual bearing such a mutation will become a
clonal founder of a novel population expressing a new developmental
regulatory state (Davidson and Erwin, 2010), unless it is developmen-
tally deleterious. To make a long story short, it follows that change in
dGRN structure does not require the population genetics functions
that result in homozygosity; that such co-optive dGRN change is likely
to happen, and that it could happen at a relatively high rate were there
not stabilizing circuitry in dGRNs that precludes alternative outcomes
and locks down regulatory states once they are established (Erwin and
Davidson, 2009; Davidson and Erwin, 2010; Peter and Davidson, in
press). In addition, as discussed below, dGRNs are insensitive to
quantitative regulatory state changes.
A distinguishing feature of dGRNs is their deep hierarchy, which
essentially stems from the long sequence of successive spatial
regulatory states required to be installed in building ﬁrst the axial
embryonic/larval body plan, and then constructing individual body
parts (Peter and Davidson, in press; Davidson, 2010). Principles 3–5
derive from the hierarchical characteristic of dGRNs. Principle 3 is to the
effect that the signiﬁcance or functionality of any given cis-regulatory
mutation affecting expression of a regulatory gene will depend entirely
onwhere in the dGRN the affected cis-regulatory node is located (Erwin
and Davidson, 2009). The effects of given cis-regulatory DNA sequence
changes on GRN function cannot be inferred simply from results
obtained in the “ﬂat” regulatory landscape where the phenomenon
studied is the effects of SNPs or small indels on either protein coding
sequence, or on cis-regulatory function in the control of expression of
peripheral effector genes.
Implicit in the hierarchical structure of GRNs is the mechanism of
evolutionary canalization, as indicated in Table 1 at principle 4. The
subcircuits at each level provide feeds to the next level in the same or,
via signaling, in other speciﬁed spatial domains. But each subcircuit
produces a ﬁnite set of inputs for the next level, and only recipient
nodes that contain target site combinations can respond to those
particular inputs. Thus, the universe of possible responses is vastly
constrained by dGRN hierarchy at each level transition, inevitably
resulting in what was classically termed “canalization” of the
developmental process (Waddington, 1957; Gibson and Wagner,
2000). A few years ago remarkably conserved subcircuits, termed
network “kernels” that operate high in the dGRN hierarchy were
discovered (Davidson and Erwin, 2006). These produce regulatory
states in the ﬁelds of cells that will later in development give rise to
speciﬁc body parts (e.g., a pan-bilaterian heart progenitor ﬁeld
kernel; Davidson, 2006). A testable theory to explain the hierarchical
shape of Linnean bilaterian phylogeny (superphylum, phylum, class,
etc), or what Erwin (this collection) terms the “clumpiness” of the
phylogenetic distribution of animal morphologies, is based onkernels (Davidson and Erwin, 2006; Erwin and Davidson, 2009).
The conservation of developmental process within each animal clade
generates the phylogenetic distribution of the morphologies these
processes generate. The prediction follows that the underlying cause
is the phylogenetic distribution of dGRN kernels conserved within all
members of a superphylum or phylum or class; that is, these shared
kernels would account for the shared morphogenetic characters of
each clade. The argument is commutative. This theory requires that
the kernels similarly canalize downstream developmental process in
each member of each given clade. But since on ﬁrst principles
hierarchical dGRNs must produce canalization (principle 4), then in
order to account for the phylogenetic distribution of shared
morphological characters, the existence of kernels could have been
predicted, as stated in principle 5 of Table 1.
On purely internal considerations, some aspects of dGRN structure
appear much more impervious to change than others. For example, a
frequently encountered type of subcircuit in upstream regions of
dGRNs consists of two or three genes locked together by feedback
inputs (Davidson, 2010). These feedback structures act to stabilize
regulatory states, and there is a high penalty to change, in that
interference with the dynamic expression of any one of the genes
causes the collapse of expression of all, and the total loss from the
system of their contributions to the regulatory state. On the other
hand, peripheral far downstream subcircuits such as differentiation
gene batteries can change freely without affecting major patterning
functions or causing network collapse (Davidson and Erwin, 2006;
Erwin and Davidson, 2009). Generalizing, if we knew enough about
the structure and functions of the constituent subcircuits, and their
contextual upstream and downstream linkages, the architecture of
the dGRN should predict its evolutionarily ﬂexible and its evolution-
arily less ﬂexible linkages (Peter and Davidson, in press), leading to
principle 6 in Table 1. Other features often thought of as properties of
single genes, such as pleiotropy or epistasis, are likewise due to the
positions genes occupy in network topology. Principle 7 states the
self-evident: since no one gene produces body parts or executes a
whole element of the developmental process, while on the other hand
such functions are executed by dGRN subcircuits, the most powerful
form of evolutionary change in dGRN structure should be those co-
optive alterations that result in redeployment of whole subcircuits. A
very good example is the evident redeployment of an adult
skeletogenic GRN to an embryological address in sea urchin evolution,
at least a large part of the mechanism by which the “modern” sea
urchins acquired skeletogenic function in their embryonic micromere
lineages (Gao and Davidson, 2008). Putting principle 6 together with
principle 7 we see that an important place in dGRN structure to look
for evolutionary change is in linkages that control subcircuit
deployment: as principle 8 indicates, such linkages include those
that determine where signal ligands will be expressed; those that link
one subcircuit to another; and those that serve as switches on the
outside of morphogenetic subcircuits, so to speak, allowing or
prohibiting their expression. As reviewed by Peter and Davidson (in
press), much evidence indicates that hox gene functions often fall into
this latter class. An ancillary point is that these kinds of linkage usually
lack the feedback relations that act to stabilize developmental state
(and evolutionary status); rather, they are often wired as one way
connections, and are likely to be intrinsically less resistant to change
without catastrophe.
dGRN hierarchy and selection
In dGRNs the effector genes that constitute terminal differentiation
and morphogenetic gene batteries, and their immediate controllers,
lie at the network periphery (Davidson 2006; 2010). Their functions
are terminal from the genetic control point of view, in that they lie
at the ends of upstream cascades of regulatory steps, and they lack
direct transcriptional feedbacks directed upstream. The same is true of
Fig. 1. Evolutionary history of the major echinoderm groups. Cambrian echinoderms are
recognized by the possession of stereom, but the phylogeneticallymost basal groups (such
as stylophorans) lack the water vascular system, are highly asymmetrical, and possess gill
slits. Pentameral symmetry is seen in two major Early Cambrian lineages, the
edrioasteroids and eocrinoids. All stem-group echinoderm lineages became extinct by
the Carboniferous (indicated with crosses). Crown-group echinoderms, indicated by the
yellow circle, consist of the ﬁve major extant lineages in addition to numerous extinct
lineages not shown. Most class-level crown groups ﬁrst appear in the latest Paleozoic–
earlyMesozoic, including echinoids. The lineage leading to echinoids is indicated inpurple.
Known stratigraphic ranges are shownwith thick lines, and inferred range extensions are
shown with thin lines. Reproduced from Bottjer et al. (2006). Copyright (2006) AAAS.
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developmental process. The cis-regulatory modules for which
functionally adaptive evolutionary sequence variation has been
demonstrated, such as in the paradigmatic studies cited above on
the yellow, the ebony, and the shavenbaby genes of Drosophila, all lie at
such peripheral positions in the respective dGRNs. Here we can
readily perceive continuous Darwinian processes of sequence change,
and selective adaptive variation in cis-regulatory output, as shown
explicitly in the cited studies, amongmany other less well worked out
examples. Throughout the dGRN, at every level of hierarchy, the
processes of sequence change in cis-regulatory modules must be the
same. Yet the outputs of the upper level pattern formation circuits of
dGRNs which specify the overall body plan, and the clade speciﬁc
organization of individual body parts, do not display continuous
variation in the types of forms they generate. Thus, the disposition and
morphologies of the major components of the body plan are invariant
at the levels which deﬁne unequivocally the phylum, class, and order,
to which an animal belongs; and thus, the development of an embryo
is extremely canonical even though, as in sea urchins, the exact size of
the egg, the temperature, or the amounts of many regulatory gene
transcripts (Materna et al., 2010) may vary considerably. Or consider
the particular example used by Prud'homme et al. (2007) to argue for
the uniformity of evolutionary process at all levels of dGRN hierarchy,
viz. the repression of wing patterning functions in the haltere imaginal
disk by Ubx in Diptera (Weatherbee et al., 1998; Galant et al., 2002). In
fact we do not see variation in the amount of “wingness” vs.
“haltereness” displayed in the development of this imaginal disk; in
bees, which have four wings, Ubx has different cis-regulatory targets
than in ﬂies (Weatherbee et al., 1999), and there is either the one
morphological output, four wings, or the other, two wings and two
halteres, across this region of insect phylogeny. Whatever continuous
variation occurs at individual cis-regulatory sequences, the dGRN
circuit output preserves its Boolean morphogenetic character.
Therefore the action of selection differs across dGRN structure.
Selection does not operate to produce continuous adaptive change
except at the dGRN periphery. The lack of continuous variation in
morphogenetic traits deﬁning class and phylum level clades is obvious
in the striking evolutionary stasis revealed by the fossil record
(Davidson and Erwin, 2006; Erwin and Davidson, 2009; Erwin, in
press). In other words, while cis-regulatory sequence variation may
have continuing adaptive signiﬁcance at the dGRN periphery at upper
levels of the dGRN hierarchy it does not have the same signiﬁcance
because the system level output is very impervious to change, except
for catastrophic loss of the body part or loss of viability altogether. As
long realized and much discussed in a non-mechanistic way in
advance of actual knowledge of dGRN structure and function (for
review see Gibson and Wagner, 2000), this imperviousness has
something to do with whatever processes generate canalization and/
or “buffering” of the genetic control system. We can now begin to
understand canalization mechanistically in terms of dGRN hierarchy
and subcircuit structure, as above, but in so far as “buffering” is taken
to mean protection against “environmental ﬂuctuations” as in many
evolutionary mathematical models, it is irrelevant to animal embry-
onic processes, since in the main these depend not at all upon
environmental inputs.
Then what structural features of dGRN design do account for the
imperviousnessofupper level systemoutput to continuous cis-regulatory
variationand to continuous selective functional change?Or, a very closely
related question, what accounts for the evolutionary stasis over geologic
time of body plan phylogeny in bilateria (Erwin and Davidson, 2009)? A
dramatic illustration of such stasis is reproduced in Fig. 1 (Bottjer et al.,
2006): here we see the real time distribution of fossil variants of
echinoderm body plans. The early Cambrian was a period of (relatively)
rapid evolutionary exploration of diverse developmental pathways as the
programs directing the formation of crown group echinoderm characters
were stepwise added into the stem group dGRNs. But following theperiod of morphological change the deﬁnitive properties of the ﬁve
surviving echinoderm classes have remained stable essentially since the
Cambrian and Ordovician (cf. Erwin, in press). The answer to the
questions posed at the beginning of this paragraph is that there are
multiple intrinsic design features of modern dGRN structure that all
contribute at the system level to imperviousness to continuous variation
and to evolutionary morphogenetic stasis. A short discussion of such
features follows, and in the ﬁnal section of this paper are some further
considerations of the meaning of the most interesting of these dGRN
design properties.
To consider this question we must ﬁrst remind ourselves what is
the main function of upper level dGRNs for body plan formation. This
has been discussed in detail in developmental (Peter and Davidson,
2009; Davidson, 2010) and evolutionary (Peter and Davidson, in
press) contexts; a very brief summary is that the fundamental role of
upper level dGRNs is to set up in embryonic space a progressive series
of regulatory states, which functionally deﬁne ﬁrst the regions of the
bodywith respect to its axes; then the location of the progenitor ﬁelds
of the body parts; then the subparts of each body part. At each stage
the output is a mosaic of sharply bounded regional regulatory states.
This constitutes a Boolean checkerboard of diverse dGRN subcircuit
expressions. Our problem thus resolves into understanding the
system properties that “booleanize” dGRN subcircuit output, thus
converting quantitatively and qualitatively varying sets of inputs into
the same spatial regulatory state checkerboards for each member of
the species at each stage. There are at least six different aspects to the
solution to this problem.
Transcriptional dynamics of developmental gene regulatory cascades
In embryonic development the transcriptional processes mediated
by dGRNs are intrinsically insensitive to varying cis-regulatory input
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we know that modest changes in transcription factor concentration
have little effect on target site occupancy; and second, as shown by
Bolouri and Davidson (2003) in a dynamic analysis, in a typical
embryonic gene cascade target genes are activated long before input
factors approach steady state. This means that these “forward drive”
systems operate over a great range of input concentrations, in contrast
to typical physiological or biochemical macromolecular pathways in
which quantitative output is usually mediated by exact control of
steady state input levels.
dGRN subcircuits controlling spatial regulatory state in development
which execute Boolean logic transactions
Such subcircuits include the “X, 1-X” processors of Peter and
Davidson (2009[Febs Lett]); these set up given regulatory states in a
domain “X” and completely prohibit the expression of the given
regulatory state everywhere else. For example, Tcf/β-catenin-mediated
Wnt signaling operates to permit expression of target genes in cells
receiving the signal but in all other cells, the dominant repressor
Groucho replaces the Tcf cofactor β-catenin and transcriptionally
represses the same target genes (for multiple examples see Peter and
Davidson, 2010). Other subcircuits set sharp boundaries of expression
by a variety of design devices; others mutually exclude regulatory
states; etc. As Peter and Davidson (2009) showed, Boolean truth tables
can be used to represent the function of each such subcircuit.
Transcriptional repression, utilized in most spatial control
dGRN subcircuits
While some mechanisms of repression merely result in decreasing
rate of output, others dominantly silence gene expression in a given cell.
There are many and diverse biochemical mechanisms of transcriptional
repression but a prominent feature of dominant developmental
repression is that it is a multistep, non-equilibrium, one-way process
which, following the initial appearance of the sequence-speciﬁc
transcriptional repressor, alters the conﬁguration of the transcription
complex so it can no longer function even after the transcriptional
repressor has disappeared. Thus, inclusion of repression in subcircuit
topology increases all-or-nothing behavior.
Speciﬁc feedback state lockdowns
Noticed when dGRN circuitry ﬁrst began to be revealed experimen-
tally (Davidson et al., 2002), it is an almost invariant observation that
after a transient speciﬁcation function ﬁrst installs a spatial regulatory
state, a feedback circuit is soon set up such that genes of the regulatory
state are locked into a dynamic positivemutual embrace and the state is
now stabilized (for review, Davidson, 2006). This general design feature
clearly contributes to imperviousness to input variation since once
these “stabilization motors” are activated they enable the system to
forget upstream events so long as they worked at all, and the feedback
circuitry has the capacity to strongly amplify the dGRN output. New
levels of expression are established irrespective of the initial inputs. As
development proceeds, such “reloading” and “restabilizing” devices are
brought into play in each region of the organism, often at each stage.
Evolutionary inﬂexibility due to highly conserved canalizing dGRN kernels
As discussed above these subcircuits operate at upper levels of dGRN
hierarchy soas to affect characters of thebodyplan that are deﬁnitive for
upper level taxa, i.e., they control the early stages of just the types of
developmental process of which the invariance per taxon constitutes
our problem. Since they preclude developmental alternatives, theymay
act to “booleanize” the evolutionary selective process: either body partspeciﬁcation works the way it is supposed to or the animal fails to
generate the body part and does not exist.
Multiplicity of dGRN subcircuits ensuring given developmental outcomes
The characteristic tempo of evolutionary change illustrated in
Fig. 1, in which a period of intense morphogenetic novelty is
succeeded by long epochs of body plan stasis, suggests that early in
clade history dGRNs were in some way different from crown group
dGRNs (Erwin and Davidson, 2009; Erwin, in press). This is of course
another prima facie contradiction of the uniformitarian assumption
that current observations on adaptive evolutionary change in speciﬁc
peripheral cis-regulatory systems can illuminate early animal
evolution. One way of thinking about this is to imagine that the
evolutionary stability of crown group dGRN structure is due to the
addition of more and more circuitry to control developmental
pathways and exclude alternatives. These changes would have
affected control of those embryonic stages at which the body plan
is being speciﬁed by regional installation of regulatory states (Erwin
and Davidson, 2009; Peter and Davidson, in press). The implication is
that stem group dGRNs, for example those of the early Cambrian
echinoderms of Fig. 1, were structured differently from modern
crown group dGRNs in respect to the multiplicity of the subcircuits
brought to bear on each phase of the developmental process.
The signiﬁcance of crown group dGRN design
At ﬁrst glance subcircuit deployment in dGRNs can appear “over-
wired” or even redundant. Typically a regulatory state is installed in a
given domain by a signal, or a gate of one sort or another; and the same
state is not just activated exclusively in the right place but also
speciﬁcally repressed everywhere else; domains are set up by
alternative regional activation and their boundaries are then enforced
by cross boundary repressive signaling and/or speciﬁc repressive
exclusion of possible alternative regulatory states; dynamic feedback
loops stabilize and enforce regulatory states; and not uncommonly
many of the above devices are all deployed together in the same dGRN
(for examples, Oliveri et al., 2008; Peter and Davidson, 2009, in press;
Smith and Davidson, 2009; Davidson, 2010). Though multiple such
devices lead to the given overall developmental outcome, on principle
they cannot be redundant, and in fact they never are when tested
experimentally. That is, interference with expression of any of the key
genes of these subcircuits always causes an immediate loss of function
phenotype, such as ectopic expression if a spatial repression function is
interrupted in cis (by mutation of repressor target sites) or trans (by
application of a morpholino). For instance in the sea urchin embryo the
regulatory genes of the initial endoderm speciﬁc dGRN are all activated
by means of a Wnt signaling gate mediated by β-catenin/Tcf because
their cis-regulatorymodules include essential Tcf target sites (Peter and
Davidson, 2010; in press). The requisite Wnt signal and its biochemical
response in recipient cells, nuclearizedβ-catenin, are present only in the
appropriate vegetal cell lineages of the embryo, and this might be
thought quite sufﬁcient to ensure expression of the endoderm genes
only in those cells. However, in all other cells, as noted above, in the
absence of nuclearized β-catenin the same endoderm speciﬁc genes
are actively repressed outside the prospective endoderm by the
alternative Tcf co-factor Groucho. Logically this could be regarded as a
redundant spatial control, but it is clearly not, since if the Tcf sites of the
cis-regulatory modules governing expression of endoderm genes are
mutated, wild ectopic expression results (e.g., Ben-Tabou de-Leon and
Davidson, 2010; Smith andDavidson, 2008). This result is instructive:we
see that the wiring enables these genes to utilize powerful ubiquitous
activators in addition to their spatial control gates, though eventually
control is handedoff to the spatially conﬁned cross-regulatory endoderm
speciﬁc dGRN (Peter and Davidson, 2009; Ben-Tabou de-Leon and
Davidson, 2010). As a second example, in the skeletogenic micromere
40 E.H. Davidson / Developmental Biology 357 (2011) 35–40lineage the gcm gene is inactivewhile gcm is directly turned on as a result
of Notch signaling in the adjacent mesoderm cells in response to Delta
expression in the skeletogenic cells (Ransick and Davidson, 2006). On
top of this, an additional element of circuitry ensures independently that
gcm is not expressed in the skeletogenic cells, a negative consequence of
skeletogenic alx1 expression (Oliveri et al., 2008). But nor is this a
redundant spatial control: if alx1 expression is prevented, gcm is indeed
transcribed in skeletogenic cells, and so we learn that Delta signals
among the micromeres would trigger gcm expression if not prevented
fromdoing so. Examples could easily bemultiplied, butwithout doing so
their import can be generally summarized. Each apparently redundant
spatial control mechanism turns out to have a special function, often not
evident a priori. The overall control principle is that the embryonic
process is ﬁnely divided into precise little “jobs” to be done, and each is
assigned to a speciﬁc subcircuit orwiring feature in theupper level dGRN.
No subcircuit functions are redundant with another, and that is why
there is always an observable consequence if a dGRN subcircuit is
interrupted. Since these consequences are always catastrophically bad,
ﬂexibility isminimal, and since the subcircuits are all interconnected, the
whole network partakes of the quality that there is only one way for
things to work. And indeed the embryos of each species develop in only
one way.
Thus, we can think of a crown group dGRN as an evolutionarily
terminal, ﬁnely divided, extremely elegant control system that allows
continuing alteration, variation, and evolutionary experimentation
only after the body plan per se has formed, i.e., in structural terms, at
the dGRN periphery, and in developmental terms, late in the process.
It is no surprise, from this point of view, that cell type re-speciﬁcation
by insertion of alternative differentiation drivers is changed only at
the dGRN periphery, quite a different matter from altering body plan.
In terms of their general hierarchical depth, the dGRNs of all living
(non-degenerate) bilaterians are probably approximately similar
(Peter and Davidson, in press), though the number of subcircuits
required at each given developmental stage or dGRN level to complete
the body plan is likely much greater for some forms than others.
Deconstructing the evolutionary process by which stem group
body plans were stepwise formulated will require us to traverse the
conceptual pathway to dGRN elegance, beginning where no modern
dGRN provides a model. The basic control features of the initial dGRNs
of the Precambrian and early Cambrian must have differed in
fundamental respects from those now being unraveled in our
laboratories. The earliest ones were likely hierarchically shallow
rather than deep, so that in the beginning adaptive selection could
operate on a larger portion of their linkages. Furthermore, we can
deduce that the outputs of their subcircuits must have been
polyfunctional rather than ﬁnely divided and functionally dedicated,
as inmodern crown group dGRNs. A general result of these arguments
is that considerations of evolutionary change in dGRN structure may
at last provide a uniﬁed conceptual framework for understanding the
stages of crown group evolution, and in the same breath the
sequential history of change that has produced the different
hierarchical levels of animal dGRNs.
But some things never change, and a principle that must have been
obtained from early in metazoan evolution is that developmental jobs
are controlled through the logic outputs of genetic subcircuits. Thus,
how evolution of the animal body plan has occurred is a question that
in the end can only be addressed in the terms of transcriptional
regulatory systems biology.
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